ULTIMATE DRAG SUIT | HIGH RESISTANCE TRAINING
# 1.20.007

Designed as a unisex resistance training swim suit.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Unisex training suit designed with integrated drag cups to maximize resistance training. Resistance training is proven to build muscle, increase endurance and boost speed. Made of AquaTuff® fabric to withstand the damaging effects of chlorine and sunlight. Intended for use over a swimsuit.

DRAG CUPS
4 additional structured cups capture water and increase resistance

100% POLYESTER MESH FABRIC
Durable material resists the damaging effects of chlorine and sunlight

DRAWSTRING
Includes polyester drawstring for a secure fit

RESISTANCE TRAINING
The drag effect helps build muscles and increases endurance

BOOST SPEED
When resistance is removed, speed and stroke rate can be increased

UNIVERSAL FIT
Designed to be worn over a swimsuit for both men and women

DESIGNED IN CALIFORNIA